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Memories of Peking Oct 27 2022 Through the keen eyes and curious mind of a young girl, Ying-tzu, we are given a glimpse into the adult world of Peking in the 1920s. The five sequential stories in this collection can be read as either stand-alone pieces, or as a novel, due to the cleverly constructed themes and character development.
Exploring ideas of loss and bewilderment, Lin Hai-yin carefully captures the transition from childhood to adulthood. Shielded by a child's innocence, we are taken on a journey of discovery as Ying-tzu grapples with the uncertainties of human relationships as well as her developing awareness of the world around her. Poignant and poetic,
it is hard not to be moved by Memories of Peking: South Side Stories."
Mao Tse-tung and the Chinese People Oct 23 2019 This book, first published in 1977, attempts to show Mao Tse-tung in his relationship with the Chinese people. The author makes extensive use of a number of interviews with a cross-section of Chinese people, as well as examining the written records made by foreign visitors.
Lost in Translation Mar 20 2022 A novel of searing intelligence and startling originality, Lost in Translation heralds the debut of a unique new voice on the literary landscape. Nicole Mones creates an unforgettable story of love and desire, of family ties and human conflict, and of one woman's struggle to lose herself in a foreign land-only to discover her home, her heart, herself. At dawn in Beijing, Alice Mannegan pedals a bicycle through the deserted streets. An American by birth, a translator by profession, she spends her nights in Beijing's smoke-filled bars, and the Chinese men she so desires never misunderstand her intentions. All around her rushes the air of
China, the scent of history and change, of a world where she has come to escape her father's love and her own pain. It is a world in which, each night as she slips from her hotel, she hopes to lose herself forever. For Alice, it began with a phone call from an American archaeologist seeking a translator. And it ended in an intoxicating
journey of the heart--one that would plunge her into a nation's past, and into some of the most rarely glimpsed regions of China. Hired by an archaeologist searching for the bones of Peking Man, Alice joins an expedition that penetrates a vast, uncharted land and brings Professor Lin Shiyang into her life. As they draw closer to unearthing
the secret of Peking Man, as the group's every move is followed, their every whisper recorded, Alice and Lin find shelter in each other, slowly putting to rest the ghosts of their pasts. What happens between them becomes one of the most breathtakingly erotic love stories in recent fiction. Indeed, Lost in Translation is a novel about love-between a nation and its past, between a man and a memory, between a father and a daughter. Its powerful impact confirms the extraordinary gifts of a master storyteller, Nicole Mones.
Appearances and Activities of Leading Personalities of the People's Republic of China Apr 21 2022
Bleicher Jasmin Dec 05 2020 Einmal in China leben? Helen freut sich auf ein Abenteuer. Davon kriegt sie dann doch zu viel, denn der plötzliche Tod ihrer Nachbarin wirft einen Schatten auf das Idyll in der Fremde: vielleicht ist doch nicht alles so unbeschwert und arglos, wie es scheint? Aber was geht es Helen an? Auf keinen Fall will
sie in das Wespennest von ehrgeizigen Geschäftsleuten, gelangweilten Nachbarn und dynamischen Müttern stechen. Doch bald schon entwickeln sich die Dinge so, dass ihr keine andere Wahl bleibt. Natürlich ermittelt man als Hausfrau und Mutter besser sehr diskret. Doch im Kreis der Ausländer bleibt vieles nicht lange geheim. Wenn
man freundlich nachfragt, erfährt man immer etwas: beim Ausflug mit dem Elternbeirat zu einem Kloster in die Berge ebenso wie beim Wandern auf der Chinesischen Mauer; beim Kaffee mit den Damen vom Yoga genauso wie beim teuren Mineralwasser im Penthousebüro des Investmentfunds mit Blick auf die Verbotene Stadt. Die
Nachforschungen führen durch Pekings weite Strassen und enge Hutongs, in protzige Villen und kulinarische Tempel. Was lauert hinter den gepflegten Fassaden? Mit was für Leuten hat man es eigentlich zu tun, wenn man in die weite Welt zieht? China ist gross und der Fall verzwickt, doch wenn man sich nicht immer an alle Regeln hält,
kann man fast alles erreichen!
Trade Promotion Series Jan 06 2021
The Peking Letter Oct 15 2021 Eric Jensen, a young American researcher of ancient Taoist philosophy, falls in love with Lillian Yang, a young Chinese revolutionary, during the Chinese Civil War
Memories of Peking Jun 23 2022 In five stories with a continuing cast of characters and many of the qualities of a novel, Memories of Peking: South Side Stories portrays Peking of the 1930s as seen through the eyes of a little girl. These stories differ greatly from many other books on life in China -- whether about past times or the
present day -- in that they neither dwell on politics nor try to propound beliefs of any kind. The stories are simple, direct, and personal. The reader experiences life in Peking through the eyes and innocent mind of the child. The author is well known for her perception and humor. She handles with great sensitivity and lyricism the sense of
loss and bewilderment that arouses the child's awareness of the uncertainties of human relationships, even of life itself, and which finally catapults her away from childhood joys into the sorrows of the adult world.
Summary of World Broadcasts Apr 28 2020
Guo Lin Neues Qigong Sep 26 2022 Frau Wang Li hat im Jahr 1979 begonnen bei Frau Guo Lin persönlich das Neue Qigong zu lernen und ist ihre Meisterschülerin geworden. Dieses Buch ist ihr erstes über Guo Lin Neues Qigong. Es beinhaltet alle Übungen der Basisstufe und einige aus der Mittelstufe. Die einzelnen Bewegungsabläufe
werden detailliert in Wort und Bild dargestellt und es wird erläutert, wann welche Variationen geübt werden sollen. Das Buch ist geeignet für gesunde Menschen, Krebspatienten und chronisch Kranke. Ein weiteres Buch ist in Vorbereitung.
Revolutionary Diplomacy Sep 02 2020
Japan-Manchoukuo Year Book ... Aug 13 2021 Includes sections: Who's who and Business directory.
Peking Feb 19 2022
Peking gestern und heute Aug 21 2019
Opposition and Dissent in Contemporary China Apr 09 2021
Competing Economic Paradigms in China Oct 03 2020 When the Chinese economic reforms began in 1978, Marxist economics infused all the institutions of economic theory in China, from academic departments and economics journals to government departments and economic think tanks. By the year 2000, neoclassical economics
dominated these institutions and organized most economic discussion. This book explains how and why neoclassical economic theory replaced Marxist economic theory as the dominant economics paradigm in China. It rejects the idea that the rise of neoclassical theory was a triumph of reason over ideology, and instead, using a sociology
of knowledge approach, links the rise of neoclassical economics to broad ideological currents and to the political-economic projects that key social groups inside and outside China wanted to enable. The book concludes with a discussion of the nature of economic theory and economics education in China today.
Foreign Markets for Railway Supplies and Equipment Dec 25 2019
Moment in Peking Aug 25 2022
Gezeiten May 22 2022 ›Gezeiten‹, der erste Roman von Bei Dao, einem der meistbeachteten Autoren Chinas, spiegelt die verzweifelte Situation junger Intellektueller in der verworrenen End- und Auflösungsphase der Kulturrevolution. Die schwierige Liebesgeschichte zwischen einer jungen Frau und einem aus Peking in ein ödes
Provinznest strafversetzten Studenten zeigt den Verlust an Hoffnung und Vertrauen, den eine ganze Generation erlitten hat. (Dieser Text bezieht sich auf eine frühere Ausgabe.)
Mao Jun 11 2021 The most authoritative life of the Chinese leader every written, Mao: The Unknown Story is based on a decade of research, and on interviews with many of Mao’s close circle in China who have never talked before — and with virtually everyone outside China who had significant dealings with him. It is full of startling
revelations, exploding the myth of the Long March, and showing a completely unknown Mao: he was not driven by idealism or ideology; his intimate and intricate relationship with Stalin went back to the 1920s, ultimately bringing him to power; he welcomed Japanese occupation of much of China; and he schemed, poisoned, and
blackmailed to get his way. After Mao conquered China in 1949, his secret goal was to dominate the world. In chasing this dream he caused the deaths of 38 million people in the greatest famine in history. In all, well over 70 million Chinese perished under Mao’s rule — in peacetime.
Daily Report, Foreign Radio Broadcasts May 30 2020
Papers Relating to the Foreign Relations of the United States Nov 23 2019
Korean War Mar 28 2020 It was the first war we could not win. At no other time since World War II have two superpowers met in battle. Now Max Hastings, preeminent military historian takes us back to the bloody bitter struggle to restore South Korean independence after the Communist invasion of June 1950. Using personal accounts
from interviews with more than 200 vets—including the Chinese—Hastings follows real officers and soldiers through the battles. He brilliantly captures the Cold War crisis at home—the strategies and politics of Truman, Acheson, Marshall, MacArthur, Ridgway, and Bradley—and shows what we should have learned in the war that was
the prelude to Vietnam.
Twilight in the Forbidden City Aug 01 2020 Johnson's account of the last years of the Chinese Qing dynasty provides a unique Western perspective on this historic period.
On the Noodle Road Dec 17 2021 A food writer travels the Silk Road, immersing herself in a moveable feast of foods and cultures and discovering some surprising truths about commitment, independence, and love. As a newlywed traveling in Italy, Jen Lin-Liu was struck by culinary echoes of the delicacies she ate and cooked back in
China, where she’d lived for more than a decade. Who really invented the noodle? she wondered, like many before her. But also: How had food and culture moved along the Silk Road, the ancient trade route linking Asia to Europe—and what could still be felt of those long-ago migrations? With her new husband’s blessing, she set out to
discover the connections, both historical and personal, eating a path through western China and on into Central Asia, Iran, Turkey, and across the Mediterranean. The journey takes Lin-Liu into the private kitchens where the headscarves come off and women not only knead and simmer but also confess and confide. The thin rounds of
dough stuffed with meat that are dumplings in Beijing evolve into manti in Turkey—their tiny size the measure of a bride’s worth—and end as tortellini in Italy. And as she stirs and samples, listening to the women talk about their lives and longings, Lin-Liu gains a new appreciation of her own marriage, learning to savor the sweetness of
love freely chosen.
Problems of Communism Jul 20 2019
Peking, Augenblick und Ewigkeit Jul 24 2022
Finance & Development, September 2012 Mar 08 2021 Technology is generating a global convergence. A "big bang" of information—and education as well—is improving human lives. And with global interconnectivity growing by leaps and bounds, we are all witness to a rapid spread of information and ideas. But, as we have seen from
the prolonged global financial crisis, our interconnectedness carries grave risks as well as benefits. This issue of F&D looks at different aspects of interconnectedness, globally and in Asia. • Brookings VP Kemal Devis presents the three fundamental trends in the global economy affecting the balance between east and west in "World
Economy: Convergence, Interdependence, and Divergence." • In "Financial Regionalism," Akihiro Kawai and Domenico Lombardi tell us how regional arrangements are helping global financial stability. • In "Migration Meets Slow Growth," Migration Policy Institute president Demetrios Papademetriou examines how the global
movement of workers will change as the economic crisis continues in advanced economies. • "Caught in the Web" explains new ways of looking at financial interconnections in a globalized world. • IMF Managing Director Christine Lagarde provides her take on the benefits of integration and the risks of fragmentation in "Straight Talk."
Also in this issue, we take a closer look at interconnectedness across Asia as we explore how trade across the region is affected by China's falling trade surplus, how India and China might learn from each others' success, and what Myanmar's reintegration into the global economy means for its people. F&D's People in Economics series
profiles Justin Yifu Lin, first developing country World Bank economist, and the Back to Basics series explains the origins and evolution of money.
Im Dialog mit dem chinesischen Schauspieljahrhundert Jun 30 2020 Seit über dreißig Jahren erkundet der »große Regisseur« Lin Zhaohua (geb. 1936) verschiedene Möglichkeiten für das chinesische Schauspiel der Gegenwart. Dabei fordert er die Betrachter zu unterschiedlichen Reaktionen heraus: Die einen bezeichnen ihn als
»Avantgarde«, die anderen gar als »Abtrünningen«, er selbst meint oft, er sei »sehr traditionell«. Die vorliegende Studie untersucht zwölf von Lin Zhaohuas Inszenierungen seit den 1990er Jahren im Kontext des 2007 beschlossenen chinesischen Schauspieljahrhunderts. Dabei werden neben Aufführungen aktueller chinesischer Dramen
auch Lin Zhaohuas Interpretationen großer Theaterklassiker wie Shakespeare, Ibsen oder Tschechow berücksichtigt. Seine Arbeiten mit chinesischen Schauspielgenres sind ebenso Thema wie die Verbindungen zwischen Sprechtheater und traditionellem Musiktheater. Doch vor allem wird versucht, einen Zugang zu Lin Zhaohuas
spezieller Art des Theatermachens zu schaffen, seinen Themen, seinen Räumen, seinen Vorschlägen für eine Schauspielkunst des 21. Jahrhunderts.
The People's Peking Man Feb 25 2020 In the 1920s an international team of scientists and miners unearthed the richest evidence of human evolution the world had ever seen: Peking Man. After the communist revolution of 1949, Peking Man became a prominent figure in the movement to bring science to the people. In a new state with
twin goals of crushing “superstition” and establishing a socialist society, the story of human evolution was the first lesson in Marxist philosophy offered to the masses. At the same time, even Mao’s populist commitment to mass participation in science failed to account for the power of popular culture—represented most strikingly in
legends about the Bigfoot-like Wild Man—to reshape ideas about human nature. The People’s Peking Man is a skilled social history of twentieth-century Chinese paleoanthropology and a compelling cultural—and at times comparative—history of assumptions and debates about what it means to be human. By focusing on issues that push
against the boundaries of science and politics, The People’s Peking Man offers an innovative approach to modern Chinese history and the history of science.

Untitled Novel 2 Jan 18 2022 OLD FRIENDS, NEW ENEMIES Jon Swift is in trouble again. His journalism career is in freefall. He is too old to be part of the new world order and he has never learned to suck up to those in charge. But experience has taught him to trust his instincts. When, for the first time in years, Jon runs into Lin
Lifeng in a café in Oxford he wonders if the meeting is a coincidence. When Lin asks him to pass on a coded message, he knows it's not. Once a radical student who helped Jon broadcast the atrocities of Tiananmen Square, Lin is now a well-dressed party official with his own agenda. Travelling to Beijing, Jon starts to follow a tangled
web in which it is hard to know who are friends and who are enemies. As he ricochets across the country, Jon seeks to make sense of the ways in which China's past and present are colliding - and what that means for the future of the country and the world. Under the watchful eyes of an international network of spies, double-agents and
politicians, all with a ruthless desire for power, Jon is in a high-stakes race to expose the truth, before it's too late.
Nudeln für das Volk Jul 12 2021 Neugierig auf ihre chinesischen Wurzeln reist die junge Amerikanerin Jen Lin-Liu nach China, dem Land ihrer Eltern. Sie taucht ein in eine ihr bislang völlig fremde Kultur und merkt bald, dass sich die chinesische Lebensart vor allem in den Töpfen der Garküchen entfaltet. So beschließt Jen Lin-Liu, in
Peking eine Kochschule zu besuchen – und entdeckt dort neben ihrer Leidenschaft fürs Kochen auch das Rezept für ihr neues Leben in China. Nudeln für das Volk von Lin-Liu Jen: als eBook erhältlich!
Monthly Consular and Trade Reports Jan 26 2020
Termination of Treaties Sep 14 2021
China Since 1919 Nov 04 2020 A sourcebook that tells the momentous history of China since 1919, mainly from the viewpoints of participants, including extracts from telegrams, speeches, memoirs, political statements and letters and poems.
Lin Shu, Inc. Nov 16 2021 Lin Shu, Inc. explores the dynamic interactions between literary translation, commercial publishing, and the politics of "traditional" Chinese culture in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, as it traces how Lin Shu and a team of translators brought classic Western novels by Melville, Stowe, Dickens,
and others to China.
Liang and Lin May 10 2021 Wilma Fairbank documents, from both a historical and a uniquely personal perspective, the professional and personal achievements of Lin Whei-yin and Liang Sicheng. Liang and Lin were born in early twentieth-century China, a time when the influences of modernism were slowly bearing down on the
traditional culture. In the 1920s, they traveled together to the Beaux Arts universe of Philadelphia, where they both graduated with honors from the architecture department of the University of Pennsylvania. Married in 1928, they returned to their native land and became the first two professors at the newly founded school of architecture in
Shenyang's Tung Pei University. Wilma Fairbank and her husband, John King Fairbank, Harvard University's eminent historian of modern China, were lifelong friends of Liang and Lin. This relationship allows the author, herself a noted researcher of art and architecture, to paint a vivid picture of the couple within the context of China's
turbulent past. Fairbank recounts how Liang and Lin used their Western training to initiate the study of China's architectural evolution. She also documents—as seen through the eyes of Liang and Lin—the tragic events that ravaged the Chinese homeland and its people: the 1937 invasion and bombings by the Japanese military and the
ensuing illness and poverty; World War II and the civil war; the rise to power of the Communist government in 1949; and the victimization of the scholar class during the Cultural Revolution of 1966-76. Fairbank provides a highly readable, emotionally charged personal account of the couple's lives, and the numerous and sometimes
horrific torments and humiliations they suffered. And, finally, when it was all too late, the posthumous praise and recognition.
Medio-translatology Jun 18 2019 This book introduces the theory of Medio-translatology. Proposed by Professor Tianzhen Xie, Medio-translatology combines comparative literature with translation studies. It has been influential in Chinese Translation Studies since its emergence in the 1990s and has since generated a myriad of heated
discussions and productive applications of the theory in the analysis of translation both as an activity and a product. With ten chapters authored by leading scholars in this area, this book explicates the development and the main theoretical tenets of Medio-translatology in the first part and demonstrates the application of the theory with a
number of case analysis of translations by different translators in the second part. As the first and only edited book on Medio-translatology written in English, this volume will also provide a useful window on contemporary translation studies in China.
Peking - Linz und zurück Feb 07 2021
Eastern Destiny Sep 21 2019 History of the expansion of the Muscovite/Russian/Soviet state into Asia, the North Pacific and North America. It is the saga of the desperate entrepreneurs and dedicated state servants who sought to push their empire ever-eastward in the most inhospitable of climes.
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